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Abstract
WASP-33b is a retrograde hot Jupiter with a period of 1.2 days orbiting around a rapidly ro-
tating and pulsating A-type star. A previous study found that the transit chord of WASP-33b
had changed slightly from 2008 to 2014 based on Doppler tomographic measurements. They
attributed the change to orbital precession caused by the non-zero oblateness of the host star
and the misaligned orbit. We aim to confirm and more precisely model the precession behav-
ior using additional Doppler tomographic data of WASP-33b obtained with the High Dispersion
Spectrograph on the 8.2m Subaru telescope in 2011, as well as the datasets used in the
previous study. Using equations of a long-term orbital precession, we constrain the stellar
gravitational quadrupole moment J2 = (9.14± 0.51)× 10
−5 and the angle between the stellar
spin axis and the line of sight i⋆ = 96
+10
−14 deg. These values update that the host star is more
spherical and viewed more equator than the previous study. We also estimate that the preces-
sion period is ∼840 years. We also find that the precession amplitude of WASP-33b is ∼67
deg and WASP-33b transits in front of the host star for only ∼20% of the whole precession
period.
Key words: planet-star interactions – planetary systems – planets and satellites: individual: WASP-33b
– techniques: spectroscopic
1 Introduction
Although the number is still not many (∼20), planets around hot
(Teff > 7000 K) stars have been discovered by transit surveys
like WASP (Wide Angle Search for Planets, Collier Cameron
et al. 2007) and KELT (Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope,
Pepper et al. 2007). Despite the small number, we have learned
that they tend to have a wide range of projected spin-orbit
obliquities (Johnson et al. 2018). Because hot stars are gener-
ally rapidly-rotating, they make themselves more oblate, which
makes their orbital nodal precessions faster. For planets in near-
polar orbits especially, nodal precession can be detected more
easily during observations spanning several years. So far, nodal
precessions of two planets have been reported: Kepler-13Ab
(e.g. Herman et al. 2018) and WASP-33b (Johnson et al. 2015,
hereafter J+15), both of which satisfied the above conditions.
We focus on the change of WASP-33b’s orbit in this study.
Table 1 summarizes parameters of WASP-33’s system from the
previous literature. This planet was first validated with Doppler
c© 2014. Astronomical Society of Japan.
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Table 1. Parameters of WASP-33 from the Previous Literature
Parameter Value reference
Planetary Parameter
λ2008 (deg) −110.06
+0.40
−0.47 Johnson et al. (2015)
λ2014 (deg) −112.93
+0.23
−0.21 Johnson et al. (2015)
b2008 0.218
+0.011
−0.029 Johnson et al. (2015)
b2014 0.0840
+0.0020
−0.0019 Johnson et al. (2015)
Rp/Rs 0.1143± 0.0002 Collier Cameron et al. (2010)
a/Rs 3.69± 0.01 Collier Cameron et al. (2010)
P (days) 1.2198675± 0.0000011 von Essen et al. (2014)
Tc (BJDTDB) 2456878.65739± 0.00015 von Essen et al. (2018)
vFWHM (km s
−1) 16.2± 0.5 (TLS) Collier Cameron et al. (2010)
19.2± 0.6 (McD) Collier Cameron et al. (2010)
18.1± 0.3 (NOT) Collier Cameron et al. (2010)
Stellar Parameter
V sin i⋆ (km s−1) 86.63
+0.37
−0.32 Johnson et al. (2015)
logg (cgs) 4.3± 0.2 Collier Cameron et al. (2010)
Teff (K) 7430± 100 Collier Cameron et al. (2010)
Fe/H 0.10± 0.2 Collier Cameron et al. (2010)
Note that TLS, McD and NOT are abbreviations of Thu¨ringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg,
McDonald Observatory and Nordic Optical Telescope. vFWHM is FWHM of instinct profile assumed
as Gaussian line.
tomography by Collier Cameron et al. (2010), who found it
is a hot Jupiter orbiting in near-polar retrograde way around
an A-type (Teff=7430±100 K) and rapidly-rotating (V sin i⋆ =
85.6 km s−1) star. Doppler tomography is one of the meth-
ods to measure spin-orbit obliquities and impact parameters si-
multaneously based on the apparent acceleration of a bump,
sometimes referred to as a planetary shadow, in the stellar line
profiles during planetary transits. This planetary shadow ap-
pears in the line profile, because a transiting planet hides a
part of its stellar surface and removes spectral contributions
to the line profile from the occulted part of the photosphere.
J+15 found that the transit chord of this planetary orbit had
slightly changed in six years due to its nodal precession. They
measured its projected obliquity λ = −110.06+0.40
−0.47 deg and
its impact parameter b = 0.218+0.011
−0.029 from the spectral data
in 2008, and λ = −112.93+0.23
−0.21 deg and b = 0.0860
+0.0020
−0.0019
from the ones in 2014. They then calculated rates of change
of these orbital parameters, dλ/dt = −0.487+0.089
−0.076 deg yr
−1
and db/dt = −0.0228+0.0050
−0.0018 yr
−1. From the results of J+15,
Iorio (2016) later measured the angle between the stellar spin
axis and the line of sight i⋆ = 142
+10
−11 deg and the stellar gravi-
tational quadrupole moment J2 = 2.1
+0.23
−0.21 × 10−4.
In this paper, we report additional Doppler tomographic
measurement of WASP-33b. In Section 2, we summarize our
data sets and the methods used to calculate the orbital obliquity
and impact parameter from the data sets. Next, we show the
results of our analysis in Section 3. We examine how WASP-
33b’s nodal precession behaves from our results in Section 4.
Finally, we present a concludion of this paper in Section 5.
2 Methods
2.1 Spectroscopic data sets
We used three archival spectroscopic data sets of WASP-33
around planetary transits. One of them was taken by the 8.2
m Subaru telescope with High Dispersion Spectrograph (HDS,
Noguchi et al. 2002) on 2011 October 19th UT. The others are
the data sets observed by Harlan J. Smith Telescope (HJST)
with Robert G. Tull Coude´ Spectrograph (TS23; Tull et al.
1995) at McDonald Observatory on 2008 November 12th UT
(Collier Cameron et al. 2010) and 2014 October 4th UT (J+15).
The data set of HDS includes 35 spectra obtained with a res-
olution of R = 110,000; 16 spectra taken in-transit. The expo-
sure times are 600 s for 33 spectra and 480 s for 2 spectra. In this
study, we adopted a range of wavelength from 4930A˚ to 6220A˚
except for Na D lines and regions of wavelength around bad
pixels. From these spectra, we took continua, corrected them to
eliminate the Earth’s atmospheric dispersion by dividing spectra
of a rapidly rotating star HR8634 (V sinI⋆ ∼ 140 km s−1: Abt
et al. 2002), and shifted these spectra to the barycentric frame.
For these processes, we used PyRAF and the calculating tools
fromWright & Eastman (2014) and Eastman et al. (2010). Then
we found that each SNR per pixel of each spectrum was ∼160
at 5500A˚. To pick up each line profile from each spectrum, we
adopted least squares deconvolution (LSD; Donati et al. 1997).
In this method, we regard an observed spectrum as a convolu-
tion of a line profile and a series of delta functions. We referred
to depths of about 1,000 atomic absorption lines from Vienna
Atomic Line Database (VALD; Kupka et al. 2000) and con-
sidered these lines as delta functions. Then we derived all of
the line profiles and their error bars by the deconvolution using
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Fig. 1. Doppler tomographic data sets and Fourier filters. The first, second and third columns show the data sets of TS23 in 2008, HDS in 2011, and TS23 in
2014, respectively. Top row: observed residuals of line profile series. Virtual dotted lines show v = 0,±v sin i⋆. Bottom, middle and upper horizontal dotted
lines show beginning, middle, and end of WASP-33b’s transit, respectively. Second row: Fourier spaces after Fourier transform of the residuals of line profile
series. These color scales are shown in square-roots. A faint narrow structure from the right bottom to the left upper is a component of WASP-33b’s planetary
transit. On the other hand, a bright wide structure from the left bottom to the right upper is a component of pulsations. Third row: filtered Fourier space so that
only the transit component remains.
the matrix calculations in Kochukhov et al. (2010). Finally, we
shifted these profiles by the velocity of this system γ = −3.69
km s−1 (Collier Cameron et al. 2010).
On the other hand, two data sets of TS23 have R = 60,000
resolution. One data set for 2008 epoch has 13 spectra and SNR
per pixel of ∼140. The other set for 2014 epoch has 21 spectra
and SNR per pixel of ∼280. Both of them include 10 in-transit
spectra. All of their exposure times are 900 s. We note that
the two data sets have been already extracted and published in
J+15, and we used the extracted line profile series.
2.2 Extracting planetary shadow
We computed a median line profile for each data set. We sub-
tracted the median line profile from each line profile of each
exposure to compute time series of line profile residuals. In the
time series of residuals, there are not only a planetary shadow
caused by theWASP-33b’s transit, but also a striped pattern (see
Figure 1). The extra pattern occurs from non-radial pulsations
on the surface of WASP-33 (Collier Cameron et al. 2010).
To extract only the planetary shadow, we applied a Fourier
filtering technique (J+15). First, we did two-dimensional
Fourier transform. Second, we made a filter which we set unity
in two diagonal quadrants including a power from the planetary
shadow, and zero in the other quadrants including a power from
the pulsation, with a Hann function between these quadrants.
Then, we multiplied the Fourier space by the filter and per-
formed inverse Fourier transform on the filtered Fourier space.
These procedures are shown from top to bottom in Figure 1.
2.3 Deriving parameters
To obtain best-fit values and uncertainties of transit parameters,
we adopted Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) using the code
EMCEE (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).
We modeled a planetary shadow by convolution between the
equations in appendix and a Gaussian line profile due to intrin-
sic broadening, thermal broadening and micro-turbulence. We
then applied the same filter to the planetary shadow model fol-
lowing the procedures described in Section 2.2.
We fitted the observed residuals of the three data sets to the
models with 15 parameters using MCMC: λ, b and Tc of each
epoch, V sin i⋆, Rp/R⋆, a/R⋆, two quadratic limb darkening
coefficients and FWHM of Gaussian line profile. Note that limb
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Fig. 2. Corner plots for the free parameters after using MCMC in section 2.3. Black circles indicate 68%, 95% and 99.7% confidence from the inside. In
each posterior distribution of each parameter, vertical dotted lines show its best-fit value (middle) and 1σ confidence (both ends). We created these plots with
corner.py (Foreman-Mackey 2016).
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Fig. 3. Fitting for filtered residual data by MCMC. These are the same type of colorscale as ones of the first row in Figure 1. First row: residual data remained
only a planetary shadow. Second row: filtered models of a planetary shadow using best-fit values. Third row: the difference between the first row and the
second row.
darkening coefficients are derived by the triangular sampling
method of Kipping (2013), q1 and q2. Here we estimated that
q1 and q2 of HDS and TS23 are equivalent. They can be cal-
culated from the stellar parameters, i.e., effective temperature
Teff , surface gravity log g, and metallicity. We set priors of λ
and b for all epochs and the FWHM as uniform functions, oth-
erwise as Gaussian priors. For values and widths of Gaussian
priors, we set priors of Rp/R⋆ and a/R⋆ based on the values
and uncertainties from Kova´cs et al. (2013), ones of each Tc of
each epoch from P in von Essen et al. (2014) and T0 in von
Essen et al. (2018), ones of q1 and q2 calculated by PyLDTk
(Parviainen & Aigrain 2015, Husser et al. 2013), and ones of
V sin i⋆ from J+15.
For the fitting, we minimize the χ2,
χ2 =
∑
i
(Oi−Ci)2
σ2i
+
∑
j
(pj −µj)2
s2j
, (1)
where Oi is the data, Ci is the model, σi is the error for the ith
data point, p is the value of parameter, µ is the value from the
literature, and s is the uncertainty from literature. Indices j and
k denote the parameters for the Gaussian priors and the uniform
priors, respectively. To converge values of these parameters, We
ran 4,000 steps, cut off the first 2,000 steps as burn-in, and it-
erated this set 100 times. The posterior distributions are plotted
in Figure 2.
3 Results
We show the line profile residuals and the best fitted filtered
models in Figure 3. The best values of λ and b are listed in Table
2. Our results of λ and b in 2014 are in excellent agreement with
values of J+15, whereas ones in 2008 are marginally consistent
with J+15 within 2σ.
We calculated other parameters of angles, Ω, the ascending
node, and I , the inclination of the orbital plane respect to the xy
plane (see Figure 4). These angles can be calculated by using
following equations.
tanΩ =− sinλ tan ip, (2)
cosI = cosλ sin ip, (3)
where ip is the angle between the line of sight and the momen-
tum of the planetary orbit. We assumed that a/R⋆ is constant
at any time. Values of these calculated parameters are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Observed Parameters
Parameter 2008 2011 2014
λ (deg) −111.28+0.47
−0.48 −114.01
+0.22
−0.20 −112.91± 0.24
b 0.2397+0.0040
−0.0039 0.1571± 0.0020 0.0856
+0.0021
−0.0020
ip (deg) 86.275
+0.070
−0.072 87.560± 0.037 88.671
+0.034
−0.036
Ω (deg) 86.003+0.087
−0.091 87.329± 0.045 88.557
+0.039
−0.045
I (deg) 111.23+0.48
−0.47 113.99
+0.20
−0.22 112.90± 0.24
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Fig. 4. Outlines of planetary system. We set y axis as line of sight and xz plane as plane of sky. Red vector and blue vector show stellar spin axis and
planetary orbital momentum respectively.
4 Discussion
The angular momentum of WASP-33b’s planetary orbit Lp (=
2piMpa
2
p/P ) is much smaller than the stellar rotational angu-
lar momentum of its host star L⋆; Lp/L⋆ is ∼ 0.05 using the
value of L⋆ from Iorio (2011), ones ofMp from Lehmann et al.
(2015), ap and P from Collier Cameron et al. (2010). In this
case, we can regard the stellar rotational axis as a stable vec-
tor. According to Equation (8) and Equation (9) in Iorio (2016),
long-term change of Ω and I can be expressed as
Ω˙ =−3piJ2R
2
⋆
2a2P
{2sin i⋆ cos i⋆ cos2I cscI cosΩ
−cosI(1− 3sin2 i⋆+cos2 i⋆ cos2Ω)}, (4)
I˙ =−3piJ2R
2
⋆
a2P
cos i⋆ sinΩ(sin i⋆ cosI − cos i⋆ sinI cosΩ), (5)
assuming that its orbit is circular and the stellar spin axis stays
on y− z plane in Figure 4. These equations need to be solved
numerically. Thus we adopt Euler method to fit equations (4)
and (5) to our results with initial parameters of Ω and I in 2008
and ∆t= 1 day. In this fitting, we use χ2 fitting method setting
Ω and I at 2008 epoch, i⋆, and J2 as free parameters. We rescale
calculated errors of Ω and I so that χ2min equals the number of
degree of freedom. Then we estimate errors of i⋆ and J2 by
∆χ2(≡ χ2−χ2min) = 1.
Fitted time-variations of Ω and I in a long-term and a short-
term are shown in Figure 5. We derive i⋆=96
+10
−14 deg and J2=
(9.14± 0.51)× 10−5, which means WASP-33 is viewed more
equator-on and is more spherical than the results in Iorio (2016).
We also estimate that the nodal precession period Pop is ∼840
years, which is shorter than one estimated in J+15. Though
three data points of Ω fits the model very well deriving the rate
of nodal precession in the short term dΩ/dt= 0.4269±0.0051
deg yr−1, ones of I does not. This may imply that WASP-33b’s
precession has a short-term variation or the measured errors of
I are underestimated.
We also plot changes of orbital inclination ip and impact
parameter b in Figure 6 based on the following equations.
cos ip = sinI cosΩ (6)
b= (a/R⋆)cosip (7)
We find that the amplitude of WASP-33b’s ip is ∼ 67 deg.
We also find that WASP-33b transits in front of the host star for
or only ∼20% of the whole precession period, meaning that it
is actually rare to discover WASP-33b as a transiting planet.
5 Conclusion
We have conducted Doppler tomographic analyses for WASP-
33b using archival J+15 datasets from HJST and a new dataset
from Subaru in a homogeneous way. We have modeled WASP-
33b’s precession and derived i⋆ = 96
+10
−14 deg, J2 = (9.14 ±
0.51)× 10−5, and the nodal precession timescale to be ∼ 840
years. We have estimated that the angle between line of sight
and WASP-33b’s orbital plane oscillates widely with its ampli-
tude of ∼ 67 deg, and WASP-33b transits its host star only for
∼ 20% of the period of its nodal precession.
We point out that the nodal precession of hot Jupiters around
hot stars would be fairly common, although in varying de-
grees, since hot stars tend to be oblate due to their rapid ro-
tation and hot Jupiters around hot stars tend to be misaligned.
Despite the fact, currently there are only two planets, Kepler-
13Ab and WASP-33b, known that show significant nodal pre-
cession around A stars. It would also be valuable to measure the
nodal precession of another known hot Jupiter, KELT-9b, in the
future, because it has a misaligned orbit around a rapidly rotat-
ing B/A-type star. Gaudi et al. (2017) indeed guessed that the
nodal precession of KELT-9b should be detectable from 2022.
In addition, thanks to the ongoing TESS mission, the number
of hot Jupiters around B or A-type stars will increase in upcom-
ing years and more planets suitable for this kind of study will
become available. As shown in this paper, a measurement of
the nodal precession of a hot Jupiter around a hot star can tell
us some useful information about its planetary orbit and its host
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star, such as the fraction of the period when the planet is tran-
siting in front of the host star compared to the whole precession
period, or the stellar gravitational quadrupole moment. Future
observations of the nodal precession of hot Jupiters around hot
stars will reveal the diversity of those points in detail.
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Appendix. Analytic Model of Planetary
Shadow
We adopt an analytic method of a rotational broadening line
profile to create a model of a planetary shadow in Section 2.3.
Here we estimate that a host star is a solid sphere and its spin
axis is normal to the line of sight though sin i⋆ 6= 1. This as-
sumption makes v/V sin i⋆ equivalent to x, a component per-
pendicular to stellar spin axis in units of the stellar radius (see
figure 4)
A normalized rotational broadening profile G(x) is given as
G(x) =
G′(x)∫
∞
−∞
G′(x)dx
(A1)
with
G′(x) =
∫ zmax
−zmin
I(x,z)dz, (A2)
where I(x,z) is a stellar surface intensity at (x,z), the projected
position relative to the center of the star. When the intensity is
a quadratic limb darkening law,
I(x,z) = I0
{
1− u1
(
1−
√
1−x2− z2
)
−u2
(
1−
√
1−x2− z2
)2}
, (A3)
it works out the rotational broadening line profile to the equation
G′(x) =


2(1− u1− u2)
√
1−x2
+
pi
2
(u1+2u2)(1−x2)
−4
3
u2(1− x2)3/2 (|x|< 1)
0 (otherwise)
(A4)
and∫
∞
−∞
G′(x)dx= pi
(
1− u1
3
− u2
6
)
. (A5)
When a planet with radius r(= Rp/Rs) is at (xp, zp), the
projected position written as
xp(t) =
a
Rs
sin
(
2pi
t−T0
P
)
cosλ+ bcos
(
2pi
t−T0
P
)
sinλ
(A6)
zp(t) =− a
Rs
sin
(
2pi
t−T0
P
)
sinλ+ bcos
(
2pi
t−T0
P
)
cosλ
(A7)
with time t and covers the stellar disk, the broadening profile is
decreased by
K(x,t) =
∫ z2(x,t)
z1(x,t)
I(x,z)dz
= (1− u1− u2(2− x2))(z2− z1)+ u2
3
(z32 − z31)
−u1+2u2
2
[
z2
√
1− x2− z22 − z1
√
1− x2− z21
+ (1− x2)
{
sin−1
(
z2√
1−x2
)
− sin−1
(
z1√
1−x2
)}]
(A8)
with
z1 =


0 (|x|> 1 or |x− xp|> r)√
1−x2
(
zp−
√
r2− (x− xp)2 >
√
1−x2
)
−√1− x2
(
zp−
√
r2− (x−xp)2 <−
√
1− x2
)
zp−
√
r2− (x− xp)2 (otherwise)
(A9)
and
z2 =


0 (|x|> 1 or |x− xp|> r)√
1−x2
(
zp+
√
r2− (x− xp)2 >
√
1−x2
)
−√1− x2
(
zp+
√
r2− (x−xp)2 <−
√
1− x2
)
zp+
√
r2− (x− xp)2 (otherwise)
(A10)
The convolution between K(x, t) and the stellar intrinsic
Gaussian profile is our model of the planetary shadow.
Finally, we note that in the appendix of Hartman et al.
(2015), a part of the above expression
z2
√
1− x2− z22 − z1
√
1−x2− z21 , (A11)
in equation (A8) appears to be mistakenly expressed as
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z2(1− x2− z22)− z1(1−x2− z21). (A12)
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